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Abstract— This paper presents an evaluation of a 

boilerplate technique with the assistance of a tool-based 

prototype in order to improve Software Requirements 

Specification (SRS) quality in terms of comprehensibility, 

correctness and consistency. The value behind this boilerplate is 

to ease the process of identifying essential requirements for a 

generic information management system and translating them 

into standard requirements statements in the SRS. An empirical 

investigation environment is adapted and expert judgment 

method is used for evaluation. Results showed that the tool-

based boilerplate technique improves the completeness, 

correctness and consistency of requirements in SRS. 

 

Index Terms— Empirical Investigation; Expert Judgment; 

Software Requirements; SRS Quality. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

A boilerplate is usually used in industry to produce consistent 

and symmetry goods. The same understanding is adapted to 

the software engineering specialization to particularly 

produce an SRS document to meet some standard. The 

boilerplate technique ability to produce requirements 

statements in some sort of controlled environment is seen as 

beneficial to reduce the possibility of defects. The control is 

made to handle the flexibility of natural language (NL) which 

usually leads to ambiguity and inconsistency problems.   

The tool-based boilerplate is a prototype developed for the 

usage of producing an SRS for an information management 

system. Basic functions of an information management 

system are mainly the same and can simply adapt to a variety 

of systems. This prototype only covers Section 3.2 of SRS 

which describes functional requirements. The layout is based 

on IEEE template [1]. The philosophy behind this boilerplate 

is to provide a guide to properly write requirements 

statements to improve comprehensibility. In addition, an auto 

generated wireframe interfaces will improve the correctness 

of the requirements stated. Finally, the uniform sentence 

structure build-in the boilerplate will improve the consistency 

and reduce the possibility of having ambiguity. There are 

three basic guides to write proper requirements statement as 

stated in Table 1. 

The objective of this paper is to show that the boilerplate 

technique is proven beneficial to improve the quality of SRS. 

Following the introduction, section 2 elaborates on 

background work on boilerplates for software engineering. 

This is followed by Section 3 which explains the proposed 

tool-based boilerplate technique. Next, Chapter 4 presents the 

evaluation based on expert judgment and Section 5 concludes 

the paper. 

 

Table 1 
Basic Guides for Writing Good Requirements Statements 

 
Verbs Purpose 

SHALL Is used to indicate a mandatory requirement. It must 

be implemented and verified.  
SHOULD Is a non-mandatory requirement, used to indicate a 

goal which must be addressed but it not formally 
verified.  

WILL Is used to indicate a statement or fact which is not 

subject to verification. 

 

II. BACKGROUND STUDY 

 

The requirement is a basis of a system that molds the shape 

of the system to be developed in a software project. SRS is a 

fundamental document which consists of a set of 

requirements that forms the foundation of software 

development process. Since the importance is obvious, the 

quality of the SRS is crucially important. Poor quality SRS 

does not only lead to increase in development and 

sustainment costs but also cause major schedule overruns [2].  

We reviewed literature ranging from the year 2000 to 2014 

on boilerplate’s contribution to improving SRS quality. 

According to the literature, the boilerplate technique is 

proposed as a bridge between informal, NL specification and 

formal specification and was adopted as one of the 

semiformal languages for the requirement specification [3]. 

According to a research, boilerplate for requirements 

specification documentation consists of a set of predefined 

templates and there are 3 main categories of boilerplate 

(capability, functional and constrains) [4]. The boilerplate is 

used in tools to semi-automatically transform NL 

requirements into semi-formal boilerplate requirements, 

called DODT. The tool is believed can reduce the manual 

effort of the transformation and to improve the quality of the 

requirements. Besides, EARS boilerplate is one of the well-

known boilerplate that have been using to overcome the NL 

problem. EARS provides five different requirement types 

translated into EARS template and reduce the ambiguity, 

vagueness and wordiness of the requirements [5]. 

Furthermore, boilerplate is effective to reduce ambiguity and 

making them more amendable to automated analysis. It 

provides a simple and yet effective way to increase the quality 

of requirements by avoiding complex structure and 

inconsistency in requirements [6]. In addition, boilerplate is 

also used for several other purposes; to enable the reuse of 

parts of the requirements text, to increase the quality of 

requirements and to ensure completeness of the specification. 

This is also supported by research stating that, the predefined 

boilerplates were found helpful in collecting consistent and 
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standardized requirements, especially among novice 

requirements engineers [7]. Besides, it can be used as a 

preliminary basis for requirements checking. Digging further 

on literature, boilerplates also can be used for several classes 

[8] of requirements such as capability, function, timeliness, 

mode and operational constraint [9]. Research has been done 

to discover the coverage of boilerplate’s research on 

improving quality attributes of SRS. According to [10], 

unambiguity is a quality attribute where boilerplate 

contributes the most (30%). This is followed by conformity 

(22%), completeness, accuracy and reusability (13%) and 

other quality attributes (9%). It is suggested that the quality 

problem in SRS is multidimensional and boilerplate 

technique has been found useful to improve SRS to overcome 

several quality problems [11]. 

Being a requirements engineer, it is always an obligation 

to get a complete set of requirements [12]. The completeness 

is important because of the (1) acceptance and satisfaction, 

(2) development cost and schedule, (3) development, (4) 

verification and (5) safety. More importantly, complete 

requirements leave no room for readers to misinterpret the 

requirement. This is crucial because readers tend to make an 

assumption and fill in the missing information if the 

requirement is incomplete. Besides, different readers with 

different background will interpret the requirements 

differently based on their own experience and understanding.  

Therefore, it is equally important to get a comprehensible set 

of complete requirements. Comprehensibility is achieved if 

all requirements are specified and phrased in a way that is 

easily understood [13]. This is sometimes referred to as 

‘clear’ or as ‘understandable’.  

Correctness can at least be considered from two different 

perspectives which are (1) from a normal point of view, 

where usually correctness is a combination of consistency 

and completeness and (2) from a practical point of view, 

where correctness is defined as a certain business goal [13]. 

This research is considering the second perspective as the 

boilerplate provides a guide to have essential requirements. 

Consistency is referring to a situation where a requirement 

contains no internal contradictions [14]. It is usually divided 

into two which is internal consistency and external 

consistency. In this paper, we only focus on internal 

consistency which is included in the SRS. 
 

III. OUR TOOL-BASED BOILERPLATE TECHNIQUE 

 

Our tool-based boilerplate is designed to aid requirements 

engineer to elicit requirement from stakeholders and to record 

the requirements statements appropriately in SRS. The aim of 

this tool is to guide the requirements engineer to write the 

SRS with consistency. Besides, the boilerplate is also 

designed to assist the requirement engineers to write 

complete and correct requirements. The effort will improve 

the SRS reliability and enhance the comprehensibility of the 

requirements statements for both developers and customers.  

This research scopes the tool prototype to cover Section 3.2 

of software requirement specification (SRS) only which 

covers the elaboration of functional requirements. Besides, 

the format and the layout used in the tool prototype are based 

on IEEE template [1]. In this research, the tool-based 

boilerplate is designed for a generic information system 

management which usually has similar essential 

requirements.  The essential requirements or also known as 

basic functionalities cover registration, login, searching, 

adding information and maintaining information with the 

edit, delete and update capabilities. These basic 

functionalities can be utilized by many information system 

management and further elaborated to make a complete 

system. Besides, in order to increase the correctness quality 

of the SRS, a wireframe interface is auto generated to portray 

the requirements statements stated in the SRS. 

Figure 1 shows an example of screen shots of the tool-

based boilerplate. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Examples of Screen Shots of the Tool-based Boilerplate 
Prototype 

 

IV. EVALUATIONS, RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

 

Expert judgment method is used for the evaluation. The 

underlying principle of the method is the encoding of experts’ 

tacit knowledge into probabilistic measures associated with 

the achievement level of software requirements quality 

attributes. An aggregated quality measure is obtained based 

on experts’ preferences related to quality attributes captured 

through a questionnaire. 

 

A. Identifying Experts 

Ten experts were identified to participate in the evaluation.  

They were practitioners dealing with system development 

particularly software requirements in Malaysia industry. 

Their experience ranges from five to twenty years with the 

different level of seniority. The experts were also formally 
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trained in software engineering good practice with a different 

level of qualifications namely, first degree, master degree and 

doctor of philosophy. Several of them also recently joined 

universities as academics. 

 

B. Instruments 

The experts are the instrument for this evaluation protocol 

as they will provide their expert judgment on the software 

requirements quality achieved through the tool-based 

boilerplate technique. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Questions to gather experts’ opinion 

 

 

In order to allow the experts evaluation, an empirical 

investigation environment is adapted. Therefore, other 

instruments are used to equip the empirical investigation 

based evaluation. A case study is given prior to the 

investigation to provide a scenario as a basis for the 

requirements to be elicited and written using the tool-based 

boilerplate. In this research, a library system is referred to as 

a study case. Besides, the tool itself is installed in a laptop to 

be used by the expert. This tool is a prototype developed for 

the usage of producing an SRS for an information 

management system. Basic functions of an information 

management system are mainly the same and can simply 

adapt to another system. Finally, a simple questionnaire is 

used to aid the experts to record their experts’ judgment. The 

questionnaire covers the three quality attributes namely 

completeness, correctness and consistency to be answered by 

the experts following the usage of the tool. The three quality 

attributes were selected because they represent main qualities 

that lead to a good SRS. Figure 2 depicts the questions used 

to gather the evaluation results. 
 

C. The Protocol 

The environment was set up like an interview session as 

meeting with experts were made individually at their office. 

A briefing on the research purpose and explanation on the 

tool-based boilerplate was made to the expert. Then, about 15 

minutes was given to the expert to read the scenario 

description. The scenario description represented an input to 

the requirements engineering process as if information 

gathered earlier in order to write a requirement specification. 

It basically describes stakeholders’ requirements for the 

system to be developed. Then, the tool-based boilerplate is 

given to the expert to write requirements specification based 

on the scenario description given. Once done, the experts 

were required to provide feedback based on the questions in 

Figure 2. For each question, the experts need to score each 

attribute based on the 5 points Likert scale whereby 1 strongly 

disagrees and 5 strongly agrees. The entire process will take 

no longer than 2 hours as the software project scope is small. 

D. The Results and Analysis 

All the ten experts’ judgment were gathered and analyzed. 

The judgment was about if the boilerplate technique assists in 

achieving (or not) the specific quality attributes namely 

comprehensibility, correctness and consistency within the 

SRS by implementing the boilerplate technique. The 

definition of the quality attributes [15] are as listed below: 

 Comprehensibility – Comprehensibility is achieved if 

the reader can easily comprehend the meaning of the 

requirements with minimum explanation. 

 Correctness - Correctness is achieved if every 

requirement stated in SRS is one that the software shall 

meet. 

 Consistency - Consistency is achieved if and only if no 

subset of individual requirements stated conflict. 

 

The implementation of the technique was made easy with 

the assistance of the tool which is referred to as a tool-based 

boilerplate technique in this paper. Table 2 summarizes the 

evaluation results based on the ten experts’ judgment. The 

mean score of comprehensibility is 3.9 while correctness and 

consistency are both have mean of 4.0. 
 

Table 2 

Descriptive Statistics for Comprehensibility, Correctness and Consistency. 

 
 Comprehensibility Correctness Consistency 

Mean 3.900 4.000 4.000 

Median 4.000 4.000 4.000 

Mode 4.000 4.000 4.000 

Std. 

Deviation 
0.3162 0.6667 0.4714 

 

Figure 3 shows the frequency of the data. As for 

comprehensibility, nine experts score 4 (Agree) and one 

expert score 3(Neutral). Besides, two experts score 5 

(Strongly Agree), six experts score 4 (Agree) and two experts 

score 3 (Neutral) for correctness. While for consistency, one 

expert score 5(Strongly Agree) and 3(Neutral) respectively 

and the remaining eight experts score 4 (Agree). The mean 

and the data frequency show that most of the experts at least 

agree that the boilerplate technique improves the 

comprehensibility, correctness and consistency of the 

requirements statements in the SRS. 

 

 

1) The tool-based boilerplate is believed to improve comprehensibility in SRS as it reduces the 

ambiguity which leads to misinterpretation. Comprehensibility is achieved if the readers can easily 

comprehend the meaning of the requirements with a minimum explanation. 

 

In your opinion, will a boilerplate technique improve the SRS comprehensibility? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 

 

2) The tool-based boilerplate is believed to improve correctness in SRS by auto-generating wireframe 

interfaces to indicate exact input, output and potential layout of specific functions.  Correctness is 

achieved if every requirement stated in the SRS is one that the software shall meet. 

 

In your opinion, will a boilerplate technique improve the SRS correctness?  

1 2 3 4 5 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 

 

3) The tool-based boilerplate is believed to improve consistency in SRS by providing uniform sentence 

structure and providing distinct prioritization with the term ‘shall’, ‘should’ and ‘will’. Consistency 

is achieved if and only if no subset of individual requirements stated conflict. 

 

In your opinion, will a boilerplate technique improve the SRS consistency? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 
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Figure 3:  Frequency of data for Comprehensibility, Correctness and 

Consistency. 

 
V. CONCLUSION 

 

This paper presents an evaluation of a boilerplate technique 

to improve SRS quality in comprehensibility, correctness and 

consistency. The evaluation is done through experts’ 

judgment method in the empirical environment set up. Prior 

to the evaluation itself, the experts practically walkthrough a 

simplified requirements engineering process with the 

assistance of the tool-based boilerplate technique to write 

functional requirements in the SRS. The experts then 

evaluated the SRS quality. Theoretically, the boilerplate 

technique improves the SRS quality in comprehensibility due 

to guided sentence structure based on generic essential 

system functionality (information management system) 

which helps to reduce ambiguity. Besides, the correctness is 

achieved due to auto-generated wireframe interfaces to 

indicate exact input, output and potential layout of specific 

functions. The consistency is achieved with the assistance of 

the boilerplate uniform sentence structure and its distinct 

prioritization with the terms ‘shall’, ‘should’ and ‘will’. The 

evaluation done by the ten experts agreed that the boilerplate 

technique improves all the three SRS quality attributes.  
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